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Manufacturers worldwide rely on An-
ritsu’s contaminant detection and quality 
inspection equipment. With over 50 years 
of experience and 130,000 installations 
globally, Anritsu’s leading-edge technol-
ogy is trusted for superior performance 
and proven reliability.  We provide a su-
perior return on investment and ensure 
compliance with the most stringent quali-
ty control programs. Engineered to detect 
the smallest anomalies with the best oper-
ational efficiencies and the lowest cost of 
ownership in the global market. Simply, 
we deliver a level of precision, reliability 
and support that truly advances the qual-
ity of your products and the efficiency of 
your operations.

XR75 X-Ray Inspection System
Highest Performance with Lowest Cost of 
Ownership
Protect your brand against recalls with the 
XR75, our most advanced X-Ray inspec-
tion system, able to detect the smallest 
contaminants.  Optimized for low total 
cost of ownership, pioneering technology 
increases major component lifetime by 
300% and reduces power consumption by 
30 percent with unparalleled accuracy and 
performance.  This series provides not only 
contaminant detection but also missing 
product detection, shape detection, virtual 
weight, count, and package check.

XR74e X-Ray Inspection System
Economically Priced
Upgrade from Metal Detection to X-Ray. 
The XR74e is an affordable way to upgrade 
your HACCP program to X-Ray inspection. 
Built on Anritsu X-Ray technology, XR74e 
gives you reliability and performance at 
pricing close to traditional metal detectors. 
Anritsu also offers all-in-one integrated so-
lutions with reject & bin. This entry-level 
solution detects a greater variety of objects 
beyond metal and offers quality control in-
spection options. Maintain consumer trust 
by ensuring food safety and protect your 
brand integrity.

SSV CheckWeigher/Metal Detector Combo
Best Accuracy with Smallest Footprint
Save space and money with a combo check-
weigher and metal detector system. This 
integrated, single system cuts waste and im-
proves safety compliance with a small foot-
print.  Now available with new M6-h metal 
detectors, designed with unrivaled levels of 
detection sensitivity and low TCO. The dual-
wave technology provides superior detection 
and high sensitivity under challenging con-
ditions, including vibrations, electrical noise, 
and environmental extremes.

Product Inspection Demo Van - Plan your visit
Anritsu Demo Vans are equipped with the 
latest product inspection equipment.  See 
firsthand the difference of Anritsu’s technol-
ogy without leaving your facility or investing 
a penny.  During your visit, we perform live 
testing with your products on inspection 
equipment, designed to meet regulatory re-
quirements.  You will meet your local An-
ritsu representative and discuss advancing 
your quality control with our proprietary 
Detection 360 program. Detect and secure 
all points on your line, keeping it running at 

the highest levels of efficiency while helping 
you to ensure safety and reduce risk.  Con-
tact us today for your visit or visit: demovan.
us.anritsu.com.

Discover A Higher Level of Detection 
When You Discover Anritsu. 

Read more about Anritsu’s leading technol-
ogy at www.anritsu.com.
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